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Disclosure

▷ I do not have an affiliation (financial or 
otherwise) with a pharmaceutical, medical 
device or communications organization. 

▷ Je n’ai aucune affiliation (financière ou 
autre) avec une entreprise pharmaceutique, 
un fabricant d’appareils médicaux ou un 
cabinet de communication.
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Objectives
This workshop will 
▷ outline lessons from around the globe on how 

leaders can support leaders for a healthy world, 
and

▷ seek your input on opportunities for leaders 
around the globe to connect and support each 
other as they grapple with future healthcare 
challenges. 
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Questions posed
1. What are the major leadership challenges health care 

leaders have experienced? 

2. What lessons have you learned about leadership as a 
consequence of the above?

3. What are the 3 most important attributes of 
leadership individuals moving into a health care 
leadership role must learn to be able to take on the 
health care challenges of the future?
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Major leadership challenges experienced 

▷ local and global inequities
▷ polarity issues
▷ complexity issues
▷ health workforce issues
▷ communication issues
▷ leadership issues
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Pair and share:

What leadership
challenges did you
experience?

What challenges on 
the world stage stood 
out for you?



Lessons learned about leadership
▷ Leadership ill equipped
▷ importance of trust and its relationship to communications
▷ greater demands on one’s self-awareness
▷ importance of leadership development
▷ need for distributed leadership
▷ need to deliberately address disunity
▷ need to keep staff healthy and well
▷ need for collaboration and global awareness
▷ data and access to technology
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https://www.unesco.org/en/articles/positive-changes-through-leadership-development
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Advice for someone moving into a leadership role

▷ understand the power of context
▷ build individual and organizational resilience
▷ fuse leadership with a greater sense of humanity 

(inclusivity, caring, compassion)
▷ appreciate complexity
▷ humility and reciprocity
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What would 
we tell them? 
A table chat..



Key Themes: What stands out for you?
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WHL-Net: WDYT?
Let’s discuss…



Thank you
Any questions?
You can find me at:
anne.matlow@utoronto.ca
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